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W. Narkiewicz has conjectured that over certain “small” fields (e.g., the 
rational numbers), two polynomials which map some infinite set onto the same 
set have the same degrees. This is shown to be false, but true in case the poly- 
nomials are injective. 
A field K is said to have the property PH if for every infinite subset E C K, 
the only polynomials WE K[X] satisfying W(E) = E are of degree 1. 
Any algebraic number field satisfies PH , (see Footnote 1). 
W. Narkiewicz has conjectured2 that if K has the property Px and if 
EC K is infinite, then any two polynomials P, Q E K[X] such that 
P(E) = Q(E) have the same degree. If Q is a nonconstant polynomial 
over the rational numbers Q which is not injective on Q, then we may 
always construct a polynomial P of higher degree which gives a counter- 
example. Indeed, suppose Q(a) = Q@) with 01 < fl. Set 
F(X) = (X - a)” + x + p - a 
and P(X) = Q(F(X)). Then P(a) = Q@‘(a)) = Q(p) = Q(a). Letting 
A, = B and Pi+l = W$) f or i > 0, we have P@,) = Q(F&)) = Q(/?i+l). 
If E = {a} u {,!I, I i 2 0}, then P(E) = Q(E). But since F(z) > z for all 
z E Q, E is infinite. 
On the other hand, if P and Q are chased to be injective, then we can 
prove a result similar to the conjecture. In lieu of PH , we use a condition F 
which is given by 
DEFINITION. A normed ring is a pair (0, u) where o is a ring and 
0 : o -+ R+ is a map into the positive reals satisfying 
r W. NARKIEWICZ, On Polynomial Transformations, Acta Arith. 7 (1962), 241-249. 
The same result proved as the Corollary to our Theorem 1. 
z W. NARKIEWICZ, CoNoq. Math. 10 (1963), 416. 
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(i) u(a) = Oiffa = OforallaEo. 
(ii) ~(a + b) < v(a) + u(b) for all a, b E o. 
(iii) v(ub) < u(a) v(b) for all a, b E o. 
A field K is said to satisfy the condition F if it is the field of quotients of 
a normed Dedekind domain (0, v) such that 
(iv) for every a E o and positive number n, there is a constant 
c(u, fz) > 0 such that for all b E o, c(u, n) v(b)” < u(ub”). 
(v) For any N > 0, the set {a E o 1 v(u) < N} is finite. 
When we wish to specify (0, u), we say K satisfies the condition F with 
(0, 0). 
For example, the rational numbers Q satisfy F with o = Z and the usual 
absolute value for U. If F is a finite field, then F(x) satisfies F with o = F[x] 
and v(f) = 2degree f forfe F[x]. In both cases, v not only satisfies (iii) and 
(iv) but is an absolute value. 
Suppose K satisfies the condition F with (0, v), where o is a principal 
ideal domain and o is an absolute value. Let L be a finite extension of K, 
o’ the integral closure of o in L, and w1 , w2 ,..., w, be a basis of L/K which 
generates 0’. We may define v’(d) = r maxi(u(ui)), where d = Cy=, u,wi 
with ui E o and r is a natural number to be determined later. We know that 
o’ is a Dedekind domain. Further properties (i), (ii), and (v) are clearly 
satisfied by (o’, a’). As for (iii), if 01 = xi uiwi , /3 = Ci bjwi, and 
wiwi = Ck ~ijk~k with oi , bj , ~iik E 0, then 
Hence 
Choosing r = n2 maxi,j,k u(c&, we get (iii). 
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It remains to consider (iv). Suppose L/K is separable. Then the proof of 
Lemma 3 of the previously mentioned Narkiewicz paper1 shows that (iii) 
holds. In any case if L, is the separable closure K in L, then we have 
shown L, satisfies F with, say, (ol, ui). Since L is finite over L, , 
there is a power q of the characteristic of K such that L S: LtJq. The 
integral closure ol’ of o1 in L:Iq is the set of LX E L:‘q such that CP E o1 . 
The map ol’ A o1 by 01-$ & is an isomorphism. Hence L:‘q satisfies 
condition F with ol’. Now the integral closure o’ of o, in L is contained in 
01’. If #I’ : ol’ + R+ is v,f?, then ur’ / o, satisfies (i)-(v) since ul’ does. 
In summary, 
PROPOSITION. If a field K satisfies F with (0, v), where o is a principle 
ideal domain, and v is an absolute value, then every Jield L finite ouer K 
satisfies F. 
COROLLARY. Every algebraic number fieId and every function jield of 
one variable over a finite field satisfies F. 
The main result is 
THEOREM 1. Let K be a jieId satisfying F and let P, Q E K[X] be 
polynomials qf degrees n, m, respectively, with n > m. If E is a subset of K 
such that P(E) = Q(E) and zfQ IE is injective, then E isfinite. 
This has as an immediate consequence, 
COROLLARY. If K satisfies F, then K satisfies Pn . In particular, every 
algebraic number field and every function field in one variable over a finite 
field satisjies Pn . 
We begin with a series of five lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let o be a Dedekind domain, 
f(X) = a,XW + a,X+l + a,X@ + a.. + a,, 
g(X) = b,Xm + b,Xm-l + .*. + b, 
be polynomials in o[X] of degrees n, m, respectively, andp, q, r, s be elements 
of o with q, s # 0 and f(p/q) = g(r/s). Define 2I = (q) : [(p) + (q)] and 
6 = (s) : [(r) + (s)]. Then a,,%F C 2l”. In particular, zf f is manic and 
m < n, then degree 23 3 degree 2L 
Demonstration. Let 6 = (P) : [(PI + W Then &I(P) + (dl = (P) 
and W(P) + WI = (4) +- (P) 21 = W(P) + (dl QI = Q> * (p/q) a= 
& C o. Further 2X + 6 = o, and therefore ‘$P + @ = o for all k, t > 0. 
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Nowf(p/q) = g(r/s) can be written 
ao(plq)” = al(Plq)n-l - a2(Plq)“-2 - *** - an 
+ bo(r/s)” + b,(r/s)“-l + *.* + b, . (1) 
Multiplying this by 2P23” and simplifying via (p/q) 91 = 6 C o gives 
a,(p/q)n 2Pb” C ‘3, and finally a&B%” C 2I. Since 6” + 2I = o, we 
conclude that a,‘%” C 2I. 
Suppose that uO%jm C 2P for k < II. Then multiplying (1) by 
uOk%n-kBjm and simplifying as before, we get u,k+l(p/q)“%“-“‘Bm C ‘3. From 
which, u~+%?2P = (u,k+1(p/q)n211n-L’Bm) ‘?I’; C ‘3. 111” = 21k+l, and there- 
fore u~+?Bjna C 2P+l since 6” + ‘$I = o. We conclude by induction that 
uOYBm C ‘3[“, and the rest of the lemma follows from this. 
LEMMA 2. Let K be a field satisfying F with (0, v) undf, g E o[X] by 
polynomials of degrees, n, m, respectively, with n > m > 0. There 
is an N > 0 such that for any p, q E o such that f(p) = g(q) and 
max(W, v(q)) > N we have v(q) > V(P). 
Demonstration. The idea of the proof is to reduce everything to con- 
sideration of polynomials over the reals. Let 
f(X) = i up-i, g(X) = g bJm-i 
i=O i=O 
and supposep, q E o withf(p) = g(q). Now if v(q) is large, then so is v(p). 
Indeed, suppose it is false; then we can choose M > 0 such for any N > 0 
we can findp, q E o such thatf(q) = g(q), v(q) > N, and v(p) < M. Since 
v(f(x)) < Cy=, v(q) v(x)“-~ for every x E o, we choose MO > 0 so 
large that v(x) < M implies v(f(x)) < MO. On the other hand, 
v(bg”) > c(bo , m) v(x)” and 
V ( Fl biXmei) d i v(bi) 4xF, 
where c(b, , m) > 0 is the constant of (iv) above. We can therefore 
choose No > 0 large enough so that 
v(g(x>) 3 1 c(b, m> v(x)” - t$l u(h) Wn-i 1 >, ~xY~~. 
Choosing N = max(N, , Mo2), we have v(q) > N implying v(g(q)) 2 
v(q)+l12 > v(q)li2 > MO > v(f(p)) which is a contradiction. 
In a similar manner, one sees that if v(p) is large, then so is v(q). 
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By choosing NI , N, > 0 large, we can assure that for x E o, v(x) > NI 
implies 
u(f(x)) 3 1 c&l , 4 W” - *fl 4%) ~(x)“-i 1 > 4X)n-“2 
and that Y(X) > Nz implies 
u(g(x)) < t U(bi) u(xpi < U(Xp+l12. 
i=O 
Now, by what we have just shown, we can choose N large enough so that 
BP) = g(q) and Max>, u(q)) > N imply 4~) > Nl and u(q) > N2 . 
But this gives r~(p)+-l/~ < u(f(p)) = u(g(q)) < u(q)m+llz. We conclude 
that u(p) < u(q) since n - l/2 3 m + l/2 > 1. 
For the proof of the next lemma, we shall need some notation. Let 
R E J&Y] be a polynomial, R(X) = c,X” + &P-1 + **a + c, , and d 
be an element of K. We denote by (a,@ (X), the polynomial 
d”R(X/d) = coXn + c, dXn-l + c, d2Xn-2 + *.a + c,d”. Clearly degree 
adR = degree R, (B,R)(dX) = d”R(X), and (l/c,) aCOR is manic. Suppose 
now that P, Q E K[XJ Then a (P, Q)-cycle is a sequence ol, , 011 3’“) % = %I 
of r distinct elements of K such that P(oli+J = Q(cYJ for i = 0, l,..., r - 1. 
We abbreviate and write cycle when P, Q are clearly understood. Note that 
if OLD, (Ye ,..., (Y, is a (P, Q)-cycle, then 01, , airPI ,..., a0 , is a (Q, P)-cycle. 
LEMMA 3. Let K be a field satisfying F and let P, Q E K[X] be poly- 
nomials of degrees n, m, respectively, with n > m. Then we may write them 
us aP(X) = aoX” + CZ~X’+~ + ... + a, and 
bQ(X) = b,Xm + b,X”-’ + ... + b, 
with ai , b, , a, b E o for i = 0, l,..., n; j = 0, I,..., m and a, b, a0 , b. # 0. 
If a0 , -% ,a**, 01,. = 06 E K is a (P, Q)-cycle, then the (Y$ E (l/sob) o for 
i = 0, 1 ,***, r. 
Demonstration. tit pl = (&GO %,Z = Wo) aa& Q1 -= ab aoobQ. 
Then PI is manic, and we have P,(u,,bX) = (a&)+l ubP(X) and 
Q,(a,,bX) = (a&)” abQ(X). Let /3$ = a,,boli for i = 0, l,..., r and 
c = (aob)m-m-l. Then, since P(oli+J = Q((yi), we have P&I,+,) = 
(c~&)~--l ubP(cui+J = (o&)+l ubQ(ari) = (aob)++l Ql(&) = cQ&). We 
may write & = pi/qi with pi , qi E o and set ‘+I& = (qJ : [(pi) + (qi)] for 
i = 0, l,..., r. Applying Lemma 1, we get 91zim C ‘%z;l,, for i = 0, l,..., r - 1. 
Let p # (0) be a prime of o. We denote by np(‘B), where 8 is an ideal 
of o, the largest integer n Z 0 such that p” 3 23. Our result then 
gives Pnn,(%i) > nnp(21Zi+I) for i = 0, I,..., r - 1. Suppose mkn,(910) > 
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n$,(91,) for a k < r. Then mk+lnp(ZI,,) 3 nkmn,(91,) 3 nk+1np(21k+l) and 
hence by induction m’n,(‘%,,) > n%,(%,) = n%,(‘91U,). Now m7 < n7 then 
gives us n&!I,,) = 0. This being true for all primes p # (0), we conclude 
that ‘$I,, = o. But then PO E o by the definition of (u, . Hence 01~ E (l/a&) o. 
Now if a,, , a1 ,..., = 01, = 01,, is a cycle, then elk is the initial element of the 
cycle 01~) alcfl ,..., O+ , (Ye , cyz ,..., 01~ for k = 1, 2 ,..., r. Therefore, by what 
we have proved already, the ak are in (1 /a&) o for k = 1, 2,..., r. 
LEMMA 4. If K satisfies F and P and Q are polynomials in K[X] with 
degree P > degree Q, then there are at most a finite number of (P, Q)- 
cycles. 
Demonstration. One may suppose that P, Q E o[X]. Let a,, be the 
leading coefficient of P, and let E be the union of all P, Q-cycles. Defining 
Pl(X> = (l/a,,) %oP(X), QdX) = 47’ aaoQ(X), and El = @,a I 01 E El, 
we see that El is the union of all P,, Q,-cycles. Hence we may assume in 
addition that P is manic. By Lemma 3, every element of every cycle is in o. 
If this lemma is false, then by the condition F [in particular (v)] we may 
choose a cycle cq,, a, ,..., 01~ with at least one ai satisfying o(q) > iV, 
where N is the constant of Lemma 2. Applying Lemma 2 to P(cui-,), we 
see that D((Y~-J > ~(a~) > N. Continuing in this way, one then sees by 
induction that 
N < V(cYi) < U((Y(-1) < ..* < u(aJ = v(a,) < v(ar-l) < ... < v(aJ, 
which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 5. Let K be afield sati?fying F and P, Q be polynomials in K[X] 
of degrees n, m, respectively, with n > m. Then there is no injinite subset 
{ai 1 i > 0} of K such that oli # 01~ for all i # j and P(cx,) = Q(aiJ for 
alli > 0. 
Demonstration. Since only constant polynomials assume a value 
infinitely often, we may assume m > 0. Multiplying P and Q by an 
appropriate element of o, we may assume P, Q E o[Xj. Let a be the leading 
coefficient of P. Replacing P, Q, 01, by (l/a) a,P, ala-+l a,Q, and acwi ,
respectively, we may assume further that P is manic. 
Let q = pi/q{ with pi , qi E o, 2& = (qi): [(pi) + (qi)]. By Lemma 1, 
P(cx,+~) = Q(q) implies degree 91i > degree ‘&+, . Hence the degree 
21i for i = 0, l,... are bounded above by t = degree ‘%, . If b is the leading 
coefficient of Q, then b (n-m)t+lo + 2&’ = o for i = 0, l,..., where 
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‘&’ = (&: [(V& + (qi)]. Indeed, suppose p 1 b%, where p is prime. Then 
t 2 ~@k) = n,(w) - min(n,W), n&ho)) 
3 f$k3iO) - n&Pi4 
and hence 
npWi’> = n,(w) - min(n,(qio>, tn,(bo) + n&w)) 
= max(O, n,(q,o) - tn,(bo) - np(p,o)) 
< max(O, n,(qdo) - n,(pio) - t) = 0, 
which shows the assertion. Replacing P, Q, 01~ by b(n-m)tabtQ, and btai, 
respectively, we see that the ideal corresponding to 21Li is 9&’ and the 
leading coefficient of b(n-m)ta,,,Q is b(n-m)t+l. Since b(nllz)t+lo + ‘&’ = o, 
we see that we are reduced to the case where bo + 21i = o. Henceforth 
we simply assume bo + 211i = O. Since Q(ai) = P(ai+J, we may apply 
Lemma 1 to get ‘?I<” 3 b+X~+, , and by what we have just shown, this 
means 2IF+, C 21im. But since P is manic, Lemma 1 gives us the reverse 
inclusion and hence equality. Proceeding by induction, suppose 
‘3~’ = 21::, . Then 21ydt1 = (2Iyy = pI;;,p = (2I;y = 2Ig, . 
Hence for s = 1, 2,..., degree ‘& = (n/m)s degree 2&+, . Since (n/m)s + 0~) 
as s + co, degree 2Ii+s = 0 for large enough s and hence degree ‘$I* = 0 
for i = 0, I,.... But since 21i is integral, this means 21i = o and hence 
Cyi E 0. 
Using the condition F, we see then that v(c+) > N for all sufficiently 
large i where N is the constant in Lemma 2. This lemma then gives 
4%) > 4% +l) > ... which contradicts the condition F. 
COROLLARY. Let K be a field satisfying F and P, Q E K[X] be poly- 
nomials with degree P > degree Q. If E C K is a nonempty set which satisfies 
P(E) = Q(E), then E contains a cycle. 
Demonstration. Indeed, one can choose ai E E for i 3 0 such that 
P(u,) = Q(ai-1) for all i > 0 and apply Lemma 5. 
Demonstration of Theorem 1. Suppose P(E) = Q(E) with E in&rite 
and Q IE injective. By Lemma 4, we may choose 01~ E E which is not the 
initial element of any (P, Q)-cycle all of whose elements are in E. Starting 
with this a,,, we can then construct a sequence +, , 01~ ,... with 
P(a,) = Q(c+J for i > 0. Suppose the ai are not all distinct. Let k > 0 
be the least integer such that for some t > 0 we have ak = Qk+t. If 
k # 0, Q(ak-,) = P(ak) = P(aB+t) = Q(ak+t-,) and, since Q IE is injective, 
(llkel = ak+t--l contrary to our choice of k. But k = 0 contradicts our 
64114/2-6 
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choice of 01~ and hence all the oli are distinct. This in turn contradicts 
Lemma 5. 
Lemma 4 can be strengthened to give 
THEOREM 2. If K satisfies F and P, Q E K[X] are polynomials of degrees 
n, m, respectively, with n > m, then there are at most a finite number of 
finite subsets E C K such that P(E) = Q(E). 
Demonstration. Let E be such a finite set. Then it is easy to see that 
any element of E not contained in a cycle of E is contained in a sequence 
of the form a,,, 01~ ,..., 01,. with iyi in K, cli # cxj for i # j, P(,,) = Q(aiel) 
for i = 1,2 ,..., r, and a0 , (or elements of cycles all of whose elements are 
in E. 
Hence in view of Lemma 4, it suffices to show that for a given c+, , there 
are but a finite number of such sequences. Suppose there are not. Let 
9 be an infinite set of these sequences. Then for each i > 0, we will 
detie an ora E K such that there is an infinite number of sequences in F 
which begin with cx,, o(~ ,..., ai . This can be done by choosing for mi an 
appropriate root of P(X) - Q(aael) = 0. The set {ai 1 i > 0} gives a 
contradiction with Lemma 5 and hence the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY. Let K be a field satisfying F and P, Q E K[X] be poly- 
nomials with degree P > degree Q. If EC K is an injinite set such that 
P(E) = Q(E), then there is a sequence (Y,, , ~1~ ,..., of elements of E such that 
ai#cujifi>O,j>Oandi#j,P(ori_l)=Q(ar,)fori>O,andcll,=ol, 
for some r > 0, i.e., E contains a “(Q, P)-cycle hanging on an infinite 
string.” 
Demonstration. Let F be the union of all finite sets F’ C K such that 
P(F’) = Q(F’). By the theorem, F is finite and hence we may choose 
% E E \ F. For each i > 0, choose cxi E E such that P(a(.J = Q(aJ. 
Similarly for i < 0, choose (ui E E such that P(cui-3 = Q(ar). Let k be the 
largest nonpositive integer such that 01~ = 01~ for some r > k. Then 
OIk , ak+l >'.- is the desired sequence. Indeed suppose 01~ = o+ for some 
,i, j with k < i < j. Then by the choice of k, i is positive. But then cxO 
is in the set F’ = {CW, 1 k < m < max(j, r)) which satisfies P(F’) = Q(F‘). 
This contradicts our choice of 01~ .
In order to characterize the sets E of Theorem 1, we need some 
definitions. 
DEFINITION. Let E be a subset of K and P, Q E K[X]. For 01, j3 E E, we 
write C@ 8 P(a) = Q@). In general R is far from being an equivalence 
relation. But we can form the equivalence classes of the smallest 
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equivalence relation containing R. These are called the connected 
components of E. E is connected if it has but one connected component. 
Clearly, if E satisfies P(E) = Q(E), then every connected component F 
of E does also. By the corollary to Lemma 5, F must therefore contain a 
cycle. But since E is a disjoint union of its connected components, Lemma 4 
shows that E has at most a finite number of connected components. 
A cycle has been defined to be a certain type of sequence. To simplify 
language, let us agree to call a subset of K a cycle iff its elements can be 
arranged into a sequence which is a cycle. With this convention, we have 
DEFINITION. A cycle E is simple iff no proper subset of E is a cycle. 
LEMMA 6. Let K be afield satisfying F and P, Q E K[X] be polynomials 
with degree P > degree Q. Then a subset EC K is a simple cycle iff E is 
jinite, connected, satisjies P(E) = Q(E), and Q IE is injective. 
Demonstration. Suppose E is a simple cycle. Let us show that Q IE is 
injective. The elements of E can be arranged in a cycle: OL, (Y~ ,..., (Ye .
Suppose Q(aJ = Q(mj) f or some i,j with O<i<j. If j#r, then 
010, % ,.-*, ai- a19 %+19 %ZY., a, is a cycle. Ifj = r, then 0~~) (Ye ,..., 01~~~) 
oli , 01~ is a cycle. In either case, this is a contradiction. 
Remark. 01~ , OI~+~ , OI~+~ ,..., (all is also a cycle. One sees readily by an 
induction that every cycle is a finite union of disjoint simple cycles. 
Suppose now that E satisfies the four conditions of the converse 
statement. By the corollary to Lemma 5, E contains a cycle. Let 
01~) cyl ,..., ill, be any cycle of E. It suffices to show that it exhausts the 
elements of E. Suppose 01 E E is not in the cycle and P(LY,) = Q(a) for 
some i which we may suppose is not 0. Then Q(U) = P(,,) = Q(c+~) 
which contradicts the fact that Q IE is injective. Since E is connected, the 
only other possibility is that there is an OL-~ E E not in the cycle such that 
P(ol-,) = Q(c+) for some i 2 0 which we may suppose is 0. For j < -1, 
choose ai E E such that P(cq) = Q(a$+,). Let k be the greatest negative 
integer for which 01~ = 01~ for some s > k, s # 0. Then k <: -1. If 
s > 0, then Q(N~-~) = P(,J = P(qJ = Q(ak+J and hence we have the 
contradiction: &s-1 = OL~+~ . Ifs < 0, Qb,,,) = I’(4 = PC4 = Q<Q+,>. 
This too is a contradiction. 
Theorem 1 now refines to 
THEOREM 3. Let K be a field satisfying F and P, Q E K[X] be poly- 
nomials with degree P > degree Q. Then a subset E of K satisfies 
P(E) = Q(E) and Q IE injective #each connected component of E is a simple 
cycle. In particular, any E satisfying these conditions is finite. 
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Demonstration. If Q lE is injective, then E is finite by Theorem 1. 
Lemma 6 then shows the direct assertion. For the converse, suppose 01, ,!I 
are elements of E such that Q(U) = Q(p). Then let y be an element of the 
connected component of /3 such that P(y) = Q(p). Then P(y) = Q(U) and 
so 01, /I are in the same connected component of E. By Lemma 6, 01 - fl. 
Remark. Suppose P, Q E Q[X] with degree P > degree Q. Then it can 
happen that there are infinite subsets EC K such that P(E) = Q(E) and 
P IE is injective. For instance, let Q(X) = X2, F(X) = (X - 2)(X + l), 
and P(X) = Q(F(X)). D fi e ne E = (ai 1 i > 0}, where cy,, = 2 and for 
i > 0, 01~ = I;(aiP1). Then the sequence of the 01~ is 2,0, -2,4, 10 ,... 
with aif > mi for i > 4, so that E is infinite. Further P(q) = 
Q(F(&) = Q(cY~+~) for i 3 0, and P(q) = Q(u,). This shows that 
P(E) = Q(E). Now suppose P(cyJ = P(a,) with 0 < k < m. Then 
Q<c++J = Q(Q+J) = PC4 = P&n> = Q(64) = Q(G+I>- 
Hence CC~+~ = &-am,, . But this holds only for k = -1 and m = 1 which 
is a contradiction. 
Nevertheless, one can apply Lemma 5 to show that if E is afinite subset 
of K satisfying P(E) = Q(E) and P JE injective, then every connected 
component of E is a simple cycle and conversely. 
